the theory of evolution, the cell theory, the notion that all living things have a common ancestor as most obviously manifested in their common core means of storing, reproducing and interpreting genetic information. There is clearly a lot of difference between the work done by a molecular biologist on the one hand, and an animal behaviour specialist on the other, but we would like to think each would at least potentially be interested in the most significant advances in the others' field.
It sounds as though you set out to compete with the titans of the science publishing world? Yes, indeed; to some extent there is a natural hierarchy of journals, from
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The Editors
You are part of the Cell Press stable of journals -why the funny name..? For historical reasons: Current Biology was started by the Current Science group, initially as an adjunct to the biology Current Opinion series -the idea was that Current Biology would publish science news stories in each of the areas of biology covered by the Current Opinion review journals (neurobiology, cell biology and so on).
So how did you become part of Cell Press? The Current Science group was owned by entrepreneurial publisher Vitek Tracz, and his general approach to the business was to start something, to nurture its early development and, when his baby was self-supporting and successful, to sell it. He did this with Current Biology and in the late 90s we were acquired by Elsevier. It so happened that, a few years later, Ben Lewin sold Cell and associated journals to Elsevier, and given the similarities between the journals -both being run by professional editors, which is very unusual among the thousand or so journals owned by Elsevier -it was considered sensible to put them together within one group: Cell Press.
You said that in the beginning you published science news stories, but now you publish research papers: why and how did that happen? Vitek, the very personification of chutzpah, would say we did it "because we wanted to"... We also felt we could do a good job -Peter Newmark, the founding editor, had 15 years experience as deputy editor of Nature, and the current editor, Geoffrey North, who joined in 1992, had 11 years experience on Nature's biology team. What we wanted to do was create a journal that would be very broad, covering the whole of biology, but that, unlike Nature and Science, did not cover the physical sciences.
So, you think biologists form a natural constituency of readers for a general journal? To some extent they do. There is a unity to biology -all biologists work within a common intellectual framework consisting of those serving very specialist fields, to the most general. It makes sense for the latter to publish the findings that are so important and interesting that those in quite other fields should take note of them. We wanted to be very broad, to publish a selection of the most interesting papers being written.
But what defines such papers... how do you decide which of those submitted is among the "most interesting"? I think that is impossible to specify, to proscribe in advance. Papers can be interesting for many reasons: because they report a key advance that moves forward an important field, for example; or because they report a startling finding that seems of obvious general interest (the short paper we published in 2009 reporting the discover of the first vegetarian spider comes to mind). Occasionally the two combine, as for example in Watson and Crick's classic Nature Letter reporting the doublehelical model structure of DNA. But the two can be distinct: papers that seem of rather narrow interest can be very important (of "high impact") for their field; and conversely, papers of very broad interest, reporting work widely covered by the general media (including these days discussion in blogs and social media) may accrue rather few formal citations in the scholarly literature. To some extent the judgement is a matter of subjective response. But of course we appreciate that the initial responses of a very small group of editors is not always sufficient -we are aware of the limitations to our own knowledge, and regularly seek advice on the papers we are offered, even prior to formal peer review. Why do you at Current Biology put so much emphasis on this? The starting point is this. A journal such as Current Biology is offered far more papers that it can publish -we are now offered approximately twenty times more papers than we can accommodate. And many of these are technically fine -or within reach of being so. A decision has to be made about which of these many technically fine papers we should publish -and that decision is based on what advance the paper claims to report. This decision, based on the claimed advance, can to a large degree be made prior to the more time-consuming assessment of whether the data -the evidencesufficiently support those claims. The aim is thus to save time -to save the authors' time, as the alternative would be to peer review all papers and then make the selection of the most interesting from those judged technically adequate, and also to save reviewers' time.
What do you think of the recently expressed criticisms of professional editors? Of course, no-one is perfect, editorial judgements are not absolute things.... but you will not be surprised to read that we feel there is a defence.
I think for one thing it is important to distinguish the role of an editor from that of a referee. Like all journals, we rely on expert professional scientists to "peer review" any paper we seriously consider. Our role as an editor is to make the decisions: the choices of papers to send to review, and the final decision on publication based on the referees' reports. This process of decision making can, in principle, be made by someone who is not a scientist working at the bench.
We would further argue that there are advantages to the professional editor. One is that the professional editor devotes all his working time to the job -he or she thereby gains a lot of experience, far more than a scientist-editor could in similar time, and in this business, experience is very important. A second is that the professional editor is independentwe are not tied to any particular subject or interest group.
The problem that has been discussed recently concerns the perception that referees often make excessive demands, and that professional editors tend to pass these on to authors with little thought. This may be true in some cases, but I suspect it is equally true of the peer review of papers by journals run by scientists -and remember, by far the greater number of existing journals are run in this way. Don't forget that papers are assessed by multiple referees and, if an author argues strongly that a particular demand is excessive, a professional editor can, as well as applying his or her own judgement, seek advice from the other referees and potentially even seek a fresh expert view. I do not see why any one scientist-editor necessarily has the advantage in such cases.
That said, we all need to work with a certain humility, and try to be aware of the limitations to our own knowledge. But, as mentioned above, the final judgements, the decisions, are not absolute things.... the editors, professional or scientist, make their judgements, and the journal succeeds or otherwise according to the quality of the subset of papers that make it to publication. On that basis, it is rather hard to argue that professional editors do a poor job -if they did, why would the journals they run have risen to the top and be the places authors seem most keen to publish in?
Is that all a professional editor has to offer? Of course not. Peer review and the selection of papers to publish is only part of the job of a professional editor, certainly one working on Current Biology. You will see that around half of the pages we publish are taken up, not by papers, but by what is generically referred to as "front matter", or "editorial content". These are our formats for telling the general reader what is happening in biology -what the most interesting recent advances are, through the Dispatches "from the frontlines of biology" and the Reviews and Features. And importantly we have formats that specifically aim to explain things for non-specialists, the explicitly didactic Quick guides and Primers. We also believe that all biologists have a story to tell about their own lives in science that are often very interesting and educative -our Q & As are a vehicle that allows these stories to be told, to be put on record.
Coming up with the ideas for such articles, the commissioning of them, is just a part of the process; there is also the real "editing" -guiding authors in revising the pieces to make them as clear and readable as possible, providing help to ensure topics are properly introduced and motivated, that a non-specialist is not presented with arcane material without explanation. Here again the professional editor has the advantage as we naturally look at an article from the perspective of a non-specialist, and skill in knowing what needs doing to the raw material to make it a polished product is something that generally improves with experience, and at Current Biology such "real editing" is very much part of our daily job.
And what about the future?
Wait and see! There can be too much future-gazing -if everything were easily predictable it would be a dull world. What we do feel confident in revealing, however, is that in the coming years we will have the privilege of presenting to you readers many surprises and delights, important advances and clear, accessible accounts of significant developments in biology.
